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All of these studies will be found in the ‘Bible Study’ section of library
Key:

Book ~ read book and discuss
Guided ~ study may have resources to help lead a group ie. DVD, Leader guide, etc.

WHOLE BIBLE STUDIES
DIRECTORY:

D
del Mastro, M.L.
varies
ALL THE WOMEN OF THE BIBLE
Book
Saints, sinners, harlots, and angels—all are included in this biographical
Reference
reference and collection of stories of over 400 biblical women. See how their struggles,
successes, and failures still resonate today.

This book encompasses two books in one, The Book of Names (reference) and The Book of Stories (fiction)

E
Erlander, Dan
MANNA & MERCY: A Brief History of God’s Unfolding Promise to Mend
the Entire Universe
Paraphrase of the Bible

4-6 sessions
Guided

Leader’s guide, Workbook

F
Frazee, Randy
THE STORY: Getting to the Heart of God’s Story
Bible in story form
DVD, Book, Study guide, Participant’s guide

31 sessions
Guided

G
Great Courses
READING BIBLICAL LITERATURE: Genesis to Revelation
College lectures. A comprehensive analysis of the Bible from the
perspective of literature and narrative

36 lectures
Guided

DVD, Transcript book, Guidebook

S
Scripture Union
THE ESSENTIAL 100 BIBLE READING PLAN
A Bible reading program that enables people to get the big picture of the
Bible without getting bogged down

20 sessions
Guided

Serendipity Publishing
SERENDIPITY BIBLE, NIV

varies
Guided

Workbook

You don’t need to be a gifted teacher or leader. The Serendipity Bible for Groups
gives you everything you need in one practical, flexible and east-to-use package
Bible with study topics and questions

Stringfellow, Alan B.
52 lessions
THROUGH THE BIBLE IN ONE YEAR
Guided
Through the Bible in One Year should be read neither in place of the Bible nor as a study
about the Bible but rather as a guide that takes you into the Bible. It will involve you in the
study of God’s Word, resulting in your understanding it better and appreciating it more.
Binder

W
Wangerin, Walter
THE BOOK OF GOD: The Bible as a Novel
Reading the Bible like a great historical novel, making men and women
of this ancient book come alive in vivid detail and dialogue

40 chapters
Book
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OLD TESTAMENT STUDIES
DIRECTORY:

F
Fretheim, Terence E.
THE PENTATEUCH
7 chapters
Introduces the serious student to the Pentateuch in its canonical form and
Book
enables the student to come to know more fully the Pentateuch’s basic content.

G
Great Courses
OLD TESTAMENT
24 lectures
College lectures. Exploring selected passages from the OT texts revealing
Guided
how fresh research and findings from scholars of archaeology, cross-cultural,
and comparative religion can deepen your understanding
DVD, Transcript book, Guidebook

M
MacArthur, John
12 sessions
DANIEL
Guided
The one who is thrown into the lions’ den and lives to tell about it, the one whose friends
survive the fiery furnace, the one who interprets dreams, the one who defies the king.
What Revelation is to the New Testament, Daniel is to the Old Testament—a fascinating
study of God’s sovereign control over rulers and nations.
Workbook
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NEW TESTAMENT STUDIES
DIRECTORY:

D
DeSilva, David A.
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW TESTAMENT: Contexts, Methods &
24 chapters
Ministry Formation
Book
This New Testament introduction not only gives the historical contexts in which the NT
literature was written but also to the social, cultural, and rhetorical contexts of the authors
and their writings.

G
Great Courses
NEW TESTAMENT
College lectures. Understanding the New Testament—and the individuals
and communities who created its texts

24 lectures
Guided

DVD, Transcript book, Guidebook

K
Kuhatschek, Jack
ROMANS: Becoming New in Christ
How to break out of old patterns and become new in Christ

19 sessions
Guided

Book incl. study guide

M
Miller, Carol J.
INTO THE WORLD: The Acts of the Apostles
Luke is your guide as you relive the events of the early church
Resource book

14 sessions
Guided

